NO OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULED this year.

1st Bell 7:52 & Tardy Bell 7:55

HPM Supply List 2020

AUG 20 - Group A (Last name A-K)
AUG 21 - Group B (Last name L-Z)

6th Grade Supplies
REQUIRED: earbuds, pencils/pens, pencil pouch, water bottle with screw on lid that seals with their NAME on it, and Backpack. Buy a good durable backpack. It does NOT have to be clear/mesh. We will not be using lockers.

NO FEES will be charged this year.

PE Girls/Chaney: deodorant, personal items
PE Boys/Franklin: deodorant

MATH – Ms. Metcalfe
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers, graph paper, basic calculator

SCIENCE – Mrs. Smith
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers
1 Pack of Index cards

ENGLISH – Ms. Metcalfe
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers
1 Pack of sticky notes

READING – Mrs. Smith
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers
1 Pack of sheet protectors
2 fine point Expo markers
1 Pack of sticky notes

HISTORY – Mr. Edmondson
Spiral notebook

COMPUTER CLASS – Coach Kelley
Pocket folder and paper
*Band students do not have this class.

7th Grade Supplies
REQUIRED: earbuds, pencil/pen, pencil pouch, and Backpack
Buy a good durable backpack. It does NOT have to be clear/mesh. We will not be using lockers.

NO FEES will be charged this year.

PE Girls/Chaney: deodorant, personal items
PE Boys/Franklin: deodorant

MATH – Mr. Whisenant
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers, graph paper, calculator

SCIENCE – Mrs. Creel
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers
1 Pack of Index cards

ENGLISH – Mrs. Morton
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers
1 pack of Post-It-Notes

READING – Mrs. Morton
2 3-prong pocket folders WITH pockets paper

COMPUTER CLASS – Mrs. Sandlin
Composition Notebook

HISTORY – Coach Walker
Spiral notebook

SUMMER READING:
Island of the Blue Dolphins

8th Grade Supplies
REQUIRED: earbuds, pencils/pens, pencil pouch, water bottle with screw on lid that seals with their NAME on it, and Backpack. Buy a good durable backpack. It does NOT have to be clear/mesh. We will not be using lockers.

NO FEES will be charged this year.

PE Girls/Chaney: deodorant, personal items
PE Boys/Franklin: deodorant

MATH – Mr. Whisenant
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers, graph paper, calculator

SCIENCE – Mrs. Creel
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers
1 Pack of Index cards

ENGLISH – Mrs. Hulsey
1" Binder & paper, tab dividers
1 Pack of Index cards

HISTORY – Mr. Edmondson
Spiral notebook

CAREER PREP A & B – Mrs. Sandlin
1" Binder & Paper
NOTE: High School Credit

COMPUTER CLASS – Coach Kelley
Pocket folder and paper
Note: Band students do not have this class

SUMMER READING:

The Secret Garden